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ABSTRACT

We present a semi-automatic procedure to obtain fundamental physical parameters and distances of classical Be (CBe) stars, based
on the Barbier-Chalonge-Divan (BCD) spectrophotometric system. Our aim is to apply this procedure to a large sample of CBe stars
detected by the IPHAS photometric survey, to determine their fundamental physical parameters and to explore their suitability as
galactic structure tracers. In this paper we describe the methodology used and the validation of the procedure by comparing our
results with those obtained from different independent astrophysical techniques for subsamples of stars in common with other studies.
We also present a test case study of the galactic structure in the direction of the Perseus Galactic Arm, in order to compare our results
with others recently obtained with different techniques and the same sample of stars. We did not find any significant clustering of stars
at the expected positions of the Perseus and Outer Galactic Arms, in agreement with previous studies in the same area that we used
for verification.

Key words. stars: early-type – stars: emission-line, Be – stars: fundamental parameters – stars: distances – Galaxy: structure –
techniques: spectroscopic

1. Introduction

Classical Be (CBe) stars are main-sequence O, B and early
A-type stars whose spectra show -or have shown- Balmer and
other lines in emission. They are characterised by excess con-
tinuum emission in the ultraviolet, optical and infrared spectral
ranges. Both the line and continuum emission arise from recom-
bination processes in a hot, dense circumstellar decretion disk.
The formation of these disks is not yet completely understood,
although fast rotation, nonradial pulsations and magnetic fields
are believed to be at their origin. A recent review of the na-
ture of CBe stars and their main characteristics is presented by
Rivinius et al. (2013).

In general, CBe stars have had relatively little time to move
far away from their birthplaces as they are short-lived objects −
particularly those of the earlier types. Being main-sequence or
slightly evolved stars, they are unlikely to be embedded in their
parental clouds. In addition, they are intrinsically bright, with
absolute magnitudes ranging from ∼0 to ∼−4, enabling their de-
tection across the whole Galactic Plane, at least in regions not af-
fected by heavy interstellar absorption. As such, they are tracers
relevant to the investigation of the spiral structure of the Galaxy.

? Tables 5 and 6 are only available at the CDS via anonymous ftp to
cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr (130.79.128.5) or via
http://cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr/viz-bin/qcat?J/A+A/591/A140

The INT Photometric Hα Survey of the Northern Galac-
tic Plane (IPHAS, Drew et al. 2005; Barentsen et al. 2014) is a
1800 deg2 imaging survey covering the entire northern Milky
Way at |b| < 5◦ in the r, i and Hα filters, using the Wide Field
Camera (WFC) on the 2.5-m Isaac Newton Telescope (INT) in
La Palma. A first list of objects displaying Hα emission was pre-
sented by Witham et al. (2008). Most of the objects from this
list have been followed up spectroscopically, at r < 17 mag., at
some point between 2005 and 2012, leading to a database of low
resolution spectra of 2627 objects. Preliminary analysis reveals
that about 70% of this sample are CBe stars.

The general aim of this work is to obtain the fundamen-
tal physical parameters of the newly uncovered population of
IPHAS CBe stars, which significantly increases the number of
these objects known in the Galaxy. In addition, we aim to use
this sample to contribute to the investigation of the spiral struc-
ture of the Galaxy in the northern hemisphere, using them as
tracers and the standard techniques of spectroscopic parallax to
measure their distances. These sources will likely obtain moder-
ately accurate trigonometric parallaxes from Gaia in the near fu-
ture. Therefore, their proper characterisation would also aid their
future exploitation for more detailed studies of Galactic structure
with Gaia data.

To deal with such a large set of spectra we have devel-
oped a semi-automatic procedure to obtain the relevant phys-
ical parameters of the CBe stars, including the spectral type
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Fig. 1. a) Graphical explanation of the BCD (D, λ1, φb, φuv) parameters in the spectrum of the B9.5V star HR4468; b) determination of the BCD
parameters of the emission line star IPHAS J002926.93+630450.2, with B9Ve spectral type. ΦBalmer lines is the line connecting the bottom of the
higher Balmer lines, and δD is the difference between the values of D obtained from ΦBalmer lines and Φuv.

and luminosity class, effective temperature, interstellar extinc-
tion and absolute magnitude. We have used the techniques and
calibrations of the Barbier-Chalonge-Divan (BCD) spectropho-
tometric system (Barbier & Chalonge 1941; Chalonge & Divan
1952).

The aim of this paper is to describe the procedure we have
developed to obtain CBe star astrophysical parameters from low
resolution spectra, and to validate its results by comparing them
with results obtained from different standard astrophysical tech-
niques for samples of stars they have in common. A subse-
quent study, in preparation, will present the determination of
the astrophysical parameters for the whole sample of the IPHAS
CBe stars with available spectroscopy.

The paper is structured as follows: in Sect. 2 we describe
the techniques of the BCD spectrophotometric system and their
implementation in a semi-automatic procedure which allows us
to analyse a large number of spectra efficiently, with little human
intervention; in Sect. 3 we describe the spectroscopic data used
for this work; in Sect. 4 we present the work we have undertaken
to validate our procedure, by comparing our results with results
for two samples of stars obtained with different observational
data and standard astrophysical techniques; in Sect. 5 we revisit
the inferred spatial distribution of the CBe stars in the direction
of the Perseus Arm (−1◦ < b < 4◦, 120◦ < l < 140◦), and
compare the results with recent studies in the literature.

2. The BCD spectrophotometric system

The BCD spectrophotometric system was developed by
Barbier & Chalonge (1941), and later by Chalonge & Divan
(1952). The system is based upon measurable parameters around
the Balmer discontinuity (BD), in the 3200−4600 Å spectral
range. The basic parameters that describe the energy distribu-
tion around the BD are: D, the Balmer jump depth, given in
dex, which is an effective temperature indicator; λ1, the posi-
tion of the Balmer discontinuity, given in Å as the difference
from 3700 Å, which is sensitive to the surface gravity; Φb, a
colour gradient which represent the slope of the Paschen contin-
uum near the BD; and Φuv, the slope of the Balmer continuum.

The BD is an easily visible spectral feature for stars ranging
from early O to late F spectral types. A modern description of
the BCD system, together with a presentation of its advantages
compared to other spectroscopic systems, is given by Zorec et al.
(2009).

In Fig. 1 we present a graphical description of how the
BCD parameters are measured. The value of D is calculated at
λ = 3700 Å, as D = log10(F3700+/F3700− ), where F3700+ is the
flux of the extrapolated Paschen continuum and F3700− the cor-
responding flux on the Balmer continuum.

To measure the λ1 parameter, the mean spectral position of
the BD is obtained as the intersection between the spectral con-
tinuum and the average of the extrapolated Paschen and Balmer
continua at 3700 Å. The line that represents the average of the
Φb and Φuv fluxes is determined by the points log Fλ − D/2, in
the Paschen continuum region at λ = 4000, 4150 and 4300 Å
and log F3700 + D/2 in the Balmer continuum at 3700 Å.

The parameters D and λ1 are independent of interstellar ex-
tinction, and allow the determination of the effective tempera-
ture and surface gravity by means of the calibration given by
Zorec et al. (2009). The third parameter Φb, which measures
the slope of the Paschen continuum, is a function of both the
effective temperature and the interstellar extinction, and can
be used to measure the interstellar reddening by means of the
expression:

AV = 3.1E(B − V) = 2.1(Φb − Φ0
b). (1)

From Aidelman et al. (2012), where Φ0
b is the intrinsic gradient

obtained from D and λ1 by means of the calibration given in
Chalonge & Divan (1973).

2.1. The determination of the photospheric Balmer
discontinuity of Be stars

The procedure described above to determine the Balmer dis-
continuity depth is, however, in general not applicable to CBe
stars. Due to the lower pressure of the circumstellar disc, a sec-
ond Balmer jump exists for these objects in the ultraviolet re-
gion of the spectrum, which is either in emission or absorption
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Fig. 2. Comparison of the Balmer jump depth calculated for
23 absorption-line B-type stars, using both the ultraviolet continuum
and the Balmer lines limit as explained in the text. At the left upper part
it is shown the typical error in the determination of D, 0.015 dex.

(Kaiser 1989). In the case of emission, we extract the flux at
F3700− as the point where the bottom of the higher order Balmer
line series merges into the continuum.

In Fig. 1b we illustrate this last procedure. To obtain the
flux at F3700− , instead of using the extrapolated Balmer contin-
uum Φuv, we extrapolate the line traced through the bottom of
the higher Balmer lines, which is labeled ΦBalmer lines. In the case
of non emission-line stars, both methods lead to the same D val-
ues, as shown in Figs. 1a and 2, and in Cols. 6 and 7 of Table 2.
The mean of the residuals between the two different measure-
ment procedures is 0.010 ± 0.007 dex, significantly smaller than
the characteristic error of 0.015 dex associated with the measure
of the D parameter in the BCD system.

In the case of CBe stars, the value of D obtained in this way is
the true photospheric value, not affected by circumstellar emis-
sion or absorption in the Balmer and Paschen continua. The va-
lidity of this statement is fundamental for the applicability of the
BCD system to the determination of the physical parameters of
CBe stars, and hence in Appendix A we discuss this issue in
detail.

2.2. Setting the spectral resolution

The original calibration of the stellar parameters in the BCD sys-
tem was made empirically from spectra with a mean resolution
of ∆λ ∼ 8 Å at the BD. Although the D parameter is indepen-
dent of the resolution, the mean position of the BD, and hence
the λ1 parameter, varies with the spectral resolution. This effect
is illustrated in Fig. 3, where we present the spectrum of the
B-type star HR4486 at different resolutions.

Because the determination of astrophysical fundamental pa-
rameters proceeds with calibrations obtained with the original
BCD parameters, to measure λ1 we have to reduce the resolu-
tion of our spectra to the characteristic resolution of the original
BCD spectrophotometric system. This is done by convolving the
spectra with a Gaussian filter of the appropriate width, so that the
resolution to apply the BCD formalism is obtained by

RF =

√
R2

I + G2 (2)
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Fig. 3. The region around the BD area of the standard B-type star
HR4468. The black line represents the original spectrum, and red and
green lines the spectrum convolved with Gaussian filters of 2 Å and 4 Å
width respectively.

where RF is the resolution required for the BCD method, RI is
the initial resolution of the spectra, and G is the width of the
Gaussian filter.

Setting of the correct spectral resolution is a complex issue,
and depends on the available set of data. In Sect. 3.3. we explain
how we have selected the appropriate correction of the resolution
for the spectra analysed in this work.

2.3. Absolute magnitudes and distances

Absolute magnitudes in the Johnson V band (MV ) are directly
obtained from the D and λ1 parameters by means of the cal-
ibration given in Table 3 of Zorec & Briot (1991). They are
converted to absolute IPHAS r magnitudes using the intrinsic
(V − RC) colours for dwarfs and giants supplied by Fabregat (in
preparation), and assuming that Cousins RC and IPHAS r magni-
tudes in the Vega system are identical within the errors involved
in our procedure.

Distances are obtained by means of the standard spectro-
scopic parallax techniques, by comparing the absolute Mr mag-
nitudes with the observed r magnitudes supplied in the IPHAS
Second Data Release (IPHAS DR2, Barentsen et al. 2014), cor-
rected for the interstellar absorption and the circumstellar excess
due to the added flux of the disk emission.

Intrinsic r magnitudes corrected for interstellar absorp-
tion were computed using the relationship Ar = 0.84 AV ,
from Fiorucci & Munari (2003). To correct for CBe circumstel-
lar continuum emission we followed the method described in
Sect. 3.3 of Raddi et al. (2013), which follows the earlier work
by Dachs et al. (1988) that investigated the correlation between
EW(Hα) and the circumstellar colour excess Ecs(B − V). The
relations adopted in this work are

Ecs(B − V) ≈ 0.02
EW(Hα)

−10 Å
, (3)

and

fD =
FD

FD + F∗
≈ 0.1

EW(Hα)

−30 Å
· (4)

From these values we obtain the circumstellar emission in the
r band, ∆r, by interpolating from Table 5 of Raddi et al. (2013).
The ∆r correction applied for each source is given in Table 6.
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2.4. Code principles

In order to analyse a large sample of spectra in a reasonable
amount of time we have developed a semi-automatic procedure,
only requiring user interaction to evaluate output diagrams at
some important steps during the treatment of each spectrum. The
basic inputs of the programme are the observed spectra, with the
wavelength scale in Å and the flux in erg s−1cm−2, and a list with
the names of the files containing each spectrum.

The pipeline used to treat each spectrum requires a series of
inputs that the user provides as the analysis proceeds. The first
step of the procedure is to ask the user for the dispersion of the
spectra, and for the width G, in Å, of the Gaussian filter that
the spectra require in order to transform their resolution to the
original resolution of the BCD system. This first step is valid for
the whole run and applies to all the spectra in the list. The next
step is the analysis of the spectra one by one. As each spectrum is
presented for analysis, it is first thoroughly checked to establish
its wavelength range and to detect possible recording flaws.

One of the steps which requires user interaction is the wave-
length scale, whose possible variations, caused either by errors
in the wavelength calibration or by the radial velocity of the star,
may affect the position of the Balmer discontinuity and the de-
termination of BCD parameters. The largest shifts in the wave-
length calibration were found to range from 3 to 10 Å.

A flux normalization is applied at λ 4600 Å, and the spec-
tral coordinates transformed to 1/λ − log(F/F4600), to measure
the gradient Φb consistently with the definition of colour gradi-
ent (Allen 1973). This also enables a first estimate of the BD
depth, D1 (dex), which is considered to be preliminary because
the Paschen continuum cannot be well represented by a straight
line in these coordinates. D1 is used to derive an approximate
value of the stellar effective temperature. The spectrum is sub-
sequently divided by a Planck function at this temperature. The
Paschen continuum in the normalised, divided spectrum closely
approach to a straight line, and can be extrapolated without am-
biguity. The determination of D as the ratio of fluxes at 3700 Å
removes the contribution of the Plank function.

To measure the mean spectral position of the BD we cal-
culate the line determined by the points log Fλ − D/2 at λ =

3700, 4000, 4150 and 4300 Å, where Fλ is the flux of the
extrapolated Paschen continuum. We characterise the spectral
continuum as a parabolic fit to the pseudo-continuum in the
3700−3850 Å region. The intersection between these two lines
determines the value of the λ1 parameter.

For each spectrum, a series of diagrams are constructed, with
which the user can interact to control the progress of the analy-
sis. The steps in the algorithm are shown in Fig. 4. The output of
the program is a log file containing the parameters calculated for
each spectrum: name, BCD(D, λ1), Teff , spectral type and lumi-
nosity class, Φb, Φ0

b, E(B − V) and MV .

3. Observations and selection of the data

3.1. IPHAS bright sample with FLWO/FAST

Follow-up spectroscopy of the emission line objects photomet-
rically detected by IPHAS (Witham et al. 2008) was performed
during the years 2005 to 2012 at the 1.5 m Fred Laurence Whip-
ple Observatory (FLWO) Tillinghast telescope on Mount Hop-
kins in Arizona, using the FAST spectrograph (Fabricant et al.
1998). The data were taken with the 300 lines mm−1 grating, and
a projected slit width of 3′′. The data span a wavelength range
from 3500 to 7500 Å at a spectral resolution of ∆λ ' 6 Å.

Fig. 4. Simplified block diagram of the spectral analysis pipeline based
on the BCD classification system presented in this work.

The data were processed at the Telescope Data Center at
the Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory. The spectra were
delivered without flux calibration. As explained in Sect. 2, the
BCD method requires at least an accurate relative flux calibra-
tion, especially in the blue and near ultraviolet part of the spec-
trum, around the Balmer discontinuity. This spectral region is
very hard to observe in a flux-calibrated way, due to the weak-
ness of incandescent flat field calibration lamps, CCD efficiency
and optical coating properties. For this reason we took special
care in performing the flux calibration.

For each different night we selected calibration spectra from
the FAST archive, to ensure that all spectra were calibrated
with flux standards observed the same night. The calibration has
been done using standard image reduction and analysis facility
(IRAF) routines.

For 31 stars we have two spectra obtained at different epochs,
and for one more three spectra. In Appendix B we present over-
plots of the different spectra obtained for each star and a detailed
discussion on the reliability of the relative flux calibrations and
the spectral parameters derived from them.
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Table 1. BCD standard stars observed with the INT and NOT telescopes.

Name Telescope Sp/LCMK Sp/LCBCD λ1(Å) D(dex) ∆λ(Å) Disp.(Å/pix) G(Å)
HR 533 INT B2 V B2 V 65 0.144 4 1.85 4.8

HR 1122 NOT B5 III B5-6 III 42 0.286 2 0.72 3.5
HR 2347 NOT B9 V B9 V 64 0.422 2 0.72 3.5
HR 2461 INT B8 III B7 III 41 0.340 3 1.40 4.0

Notes. Columns 4−6 are the standard BCD spectral type and D and λ1 parameters respectively, from Zorec & Briot (1991). The different ∆λ and
dispersion values for the two stars observed at the INT are due to different instrumental configurations. The last column lists the width of the
Gaussian filter used to reproduce the standard BCD parameters from each spectra.

We estimate the mean error of the flux calibration as the dif-
ference between the individual values of the flux divided by the
mean value. The mean error in the flux of the calibrated and
normalised spectra amounts to 5.1 ± 4.5% at 4000 Å, and to
15 ± 14% at 3600 Å. The last value in the ultraviolet contin-
uum is significantly larger, as expected. However, as explained
in Sect. 2.1, to obtain the lower limit of the Balmer discontinuity
of the CBe stars we don’t use the extrapolated ultraviolet contin-
uum, but instead the bottom of the higher Balmer lines. Hence,
even large errors in the flux calibration short of the Balmer dis-
continuity, which eventually could lead to an inaccurate deter-
mination of the slope or the position of the Balmer continuum,
will not have any impact in the determination of the CBe stars
physical parameters used through this work.

The mean difference between the measured D and λ1 param-
eters from different spectra of the same star are 0.032 dex and
7.3 Å respectively. These differences are of the same order as
the ranges in D and λ1 spanned by one spectral subtype and
one luminosity class respectively, as can be seen in Fig. 10 of
Zorec et al. (2009).

For this work we selected the sources with spectral features
characteristic of OB-type stars. Among them we selected the
spectra which have S/N ≥ 30 around the Balmer discontinuity
(∼3700 Å), where the BCD parameters are measured. Finally,
we rejected the spectra in which the continuum around the BD is
not well defined. This rejection was applied automatically each
time that the χ2 of a parabolic fit to the pseudo-continuum drawn
in the BD region is larger than 3σ as compared to the average of
fits obtained for the entire stellar sample. We considered that in
those cases we could not derive a reliable λ1 parameter.

We examined an initial sample sample of 612 FAST spec-
tra in the Perseus Arm region. After rejecting the spectra whose
characteristics did not correspond to an OB-type star, and those
not meeting the criteria presented in the previous paragraph, we
kept a final sample of 257 spectra for further analysis.

3.2. INT and NOT spectra

Mid-resolution (2−4 Å) and high S/N (30−100 at 3700 Å) spec-
tra of 67 CBe stars were obtained at the Roque de los Muchachos
Observatory in La Palma, Canary Islands, Spain. The telescopes
and instruments used were the Isaac Newton Telescope (INT)
equipped with the Intermediate Dispersion Spectrograph (IDS),
and the Nordic Optical Telescope (NOT), using the Andalucía
Faint Object Spectrograph and Camera (ALFOSC). A sample
of spectrophotometric standard stars, for relative flux calibra-
tion, and MK standard stars, were also observed. A complete de-
scription of this data sample is given in Sect. 2.3 of Raddi et al.
(2013).

These spectra have already been analysed by Raddi et al.
(2013). In this work we will use them in the procedure to de-
termine the value of G, the width of the gaussian filter required
for the FLWO/FAST spectra, as described in the next subsection,
and to compare the results of our analysis with those obtained by
Raddi et al. (2013) via energy distribution fitting to appropriate
model atmospheres.

3.3. Gaussian filtering

For every dataset, with different resolution, we must find the ap-
propriate gaussian width with which to convolve the spectra in
order to achieve the desired BCD resolution. The best way of
doing this is to observe BCD standard stars with the same in-
strumental configuration as the programme stars. A list of BCD
standards, that is, a sample of stars for which standard values
of the D and λ1 parameters are know, is given by Zorec & Briot
(1991).

No BCD standards were observed with the FAST spectro-
graph, and only two were obtained at the INT and two more at
the NOT. In order to determine the value of G (Eq. (2)) and cor-
rect the resolution for all spectra we take the following steps:

1. As a starting point we used the INT and NOT spectra of the
stars for which the standard D and λ1 are known. For each
star we computed the BCD parameters using Gaussian filters
of different width, and compared the obtained values with the
standard ones. The best agreement for each star was obtained
with the Gaussian widths presented in Table 1.

2. We obtained the BCD parameters of all MK standard stars
observed with the INT and NOT, using the widths in Table 1.
From the BCD parameters we obtained the spectral types
and luminosity classes, and compared them with the stan-
dard MK ones. This comparison is presented in Table 2.
The agreement between the MK and BCD classification is
fairly good, within two spectral subtypes and one luminos-
ity class for most of the stars. When comparing the classi-
fication of stars in both systems, we have to keep in mind
that the MK system assigns discrete spectral types, where
each encompasses comparatively large intervals of (D, λ1)
parameters. Obvious differences can then appear when in-
terpreting continuous runs of BCD parameters with discrete
MK assignments.
From the above procedure, we find G = 4.8, 4.0 and 3.5 Å as
the widths of the Gaussian filters to reduce the resolution of
the INT (with two different instrumental configurations) and
NOT spectra, respectively. We subsequently applied Gaus-
sian filters of these widths to the whole sample of INT and
NOT spectra, and computed the BCD parameters for all of
them.
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Table 2. Sample of 23 MK standard stars observed with the INT and NOT telescopes, covering almost all the B sub-types.

Name Telescope Sp/LCMK Sp/LCBCD λ1(Å) Duv(dex) DB.l.(dex) |Duv − DB.l.|

HR 533 INT B2 V B2 V 79.4 0.162 0.149 0.013
HR 927 INT B8 V B7-8 V 54.3 0.346 0.345 0.001

HR 1122 NOT B5 III B5-6 III 36.1 0.236 0.237 0.001
HR 1399 INT B5-6 V B6 V 68.5 0.287 0.295 0.008
HR 1497 INT B3 V B7-8 V 77.0 0.294 0.297 0.003
HR 1576 INT B9 V B7 V 67.9 0.283 0.288 0.005
HR 1595 NOT B2 V B1 V 63.6 0.126 0.116 0.010
HR 1760 INT A3V >A2 74.9 0.545 0.528 0.017
HR 1808 NOT B5 V B4 V 62.1 0.260 0.248 0.012
HR 1820 NOT B2 V B3 V 60.3 0.189 0.193 0.004
HR 1860 NOT B6 V B6 V 60.5 0.317 0.301 0.016
HR 1863 NOT B2.5 V B4 V 69.0 0.222 0.210 0.012
HR 1892 NOT B1 V B0 V 61.4 0.104 0.105 0.001
HR 2010 NOT B9 IV A0-1 V 65.7 0.483 0.464 0.019
HR 2116 NOT B8 V B7-8 V 62.7 0.355 0.340 0.015
HR 2161 NOT B3 V B3 V 64.4 0.205 0.213 0.008
HR 2344 INT B2 V B3 IV 54.0 0.183 0.182 0.001
HR 2347 NOT B9 V A0 V 66.6 0.473 0.453 0.020
HR 2461 INT B8 III B7-8 IV 45.4 0.349 0.351 0.002
HR 2490 NOT B3 IV B3 IV 51.6 0.242 0.227 0.015
HR 2840 INT B6 IV B7 IV 47.7 0.336 0.351 0.015
HR 7996 INT B3 III B3-4 IV 48.9 0.270 0.252 0.018
HR 8403 INT B5 III B5 V 54.3 0.331 0.313 0.018

Notes. We present the measured BCD parameters and the comparison between the standard MK type and the obtained BCD spectral classification.

3. The final step is to set the resolution for the FAST spectra.
The procedure is described graphically in Fig. 5. We con-
volved the FAST spectra, one by one, starting from a Gaus-
sian width of 1.5 Å up to 8 Å, with a 0.5 Å step. For all the
stars in common between the INT/NOT and FAST samples
we plot the difference | λ1,INT/NOT−λ1,FAST | versus the Gaus-
sian width. The minimum difference is found at G = 4.25 Å,
and we assume this value to be the Gaussian width, G, with
which to convolve all the FAST spectra prior to the determi-
nation of the BCD parameters from them.

4. Evaluation of the procedure

We now validate the described procedure, by comparing our
results with results from the literature obtained for the same
stars with different astrophysical techniques. For this compari-
son, we used the results obtained from spectroscopic data anal-
ysis by Raddi et al. (2013), and from Strömgren photometry
calibration of data presented by Fabregat & Capilla (2005) and
Monguió et al. (2013).

4.1. Validation against previous spectroscopic analyses

Raddi et al. (2013) studied a group of 67 candidate CBe stars in
the region of the Perseus Arm, by analysing the mid resolution
spectra obtained with the INT and NOT telescopes at La Palma
described in Sect. 3.2. They determined their spectral types and
measured their colour excess via spectral energy distribution fit-
ting to appropriate model atmospheres in the blue part of the
spectrum (3800−5000 Å).

For this comparison we use 35 spectra that meet the selec-
tion criteria described in Sect. 3.1. The results are presented
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Fig. 5. Differences in the λ1 parameter obtained with the INT/NOT
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ranging from 1.5 to 8 Å, at steps of 0.5 Å, for a subset of the stars in
common between the two samples. Each colour represents a spectrum
and the minimum of the ∆λ1 difference corresponds to the convolution
that best fits the INT/NOT spectrum.

in Table 3. To provide an additional element of comparison, in
Table 3 we also present spectral types and luminosity classes
obtained from the INT/NOT spectra by means of the standard
MK classification procedures, using only the strength and widths
of the spectral lines, and the ratios between lines, such as tem-
perature and luminosity criteria, as described for example by
Gray & Corbally (2009). In the last two columns we present
the E(B − V) obtained from the measured BCD parameters by
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Table 3. BCD parameters and classification of 35 IPHAS CBe stars with INT/NOT spectroscopy, and comparison with MK classification and
spectral classification given by Raddi et al. (2013).

Name D (dex) λ1(Å) Φb Φ0
b Sp/LCBCD Sp/LCMK Raddi et al. E(B − V) MV

J002441.73 + 642137.5 0.291 36.5 2.85 0.80 B5-6III B5III B5III 1.38 −1.9
J002926.93 + 630450.2 0.355 72.3 1.51 0.85 B9V B5-8V B7V 0.44 1.0
J004014.89 + 651644.0 0.174 79.4 2.26 0.73 B3V B2-3V B2V 1.03 −1.5
J005029.25 + 653330.8 0.280 53.5 2.41 0.78 B5-6V B3-4V B7IV 1.10 −0.8
J005436.84 + 630549.9 0.195 63.3 2.10 0.73 B3V B3V B2-3V 0.92 -1.4
J005611.62 + 630350.5 0.280 69.9 1.53 0.79 B7V B5-6V B5V 0.50 -0.1
J005619.50 + 625824.0 0.288 70.2 1.07 0.80 B7V B3-5V B5V 0.18 −0.1
J010707.68 + 625117.0 0.291 60.8 2.40 0.79 B5V B6-7Ia B5V 1.09 -0.1
J012405.42 + 660059.9 0.246 54.8 1.94 0.76 B4V B2-3V B6IV 0.79 −1.0
J012751.29 + 655104.0 0.201 63.5 2.02 0.73 B3V B3V B7V 0.87 −1.3
J014458.14 + 633244.0 0.346 63.9 1.92 0.82 B7-8V B3-4V B7IV 0.74 0.6
J014620.44 + 644802.5 0.315 54.8 2.02 0.80 B6V B5V B7V 0.82 -0.4
J014905.18 + 624912.3 0.111 34.5 2.98 0.70 B2Ib B2IV-III B3IV 1.54 −5.6
J015037.67 + 644446.9 0.203 64.1 1.87 0.73 B3-4V B3-5V B4V 0.77 −1.1
J015246.27 + 630315.0 0.403 55.9 2.02 0.86 B9V B8-9V B8-9III 0.78 0.1
J015613.22 + 635623.8 0.165 68.8 1.64 0.72 B2V B2V B3V 0.62 −2.0
J015918.32 + 654955.8 0.321 69.0 2.22 0.85 B8V B7-8V B6IV 0.92 0.5
J015922.53 + 635829.3 0.234 57.1 1.91 0.75 B4V B2-3V B2-3V 0.78 −0.9
J022337.05 + 601602.8 0.185 52.9 2.26 0.73 B3-4IV B3-4V B7IV 1.03 −2.2
J023031.39 + 594127.1 0.268 50.0 1.95 0.77 B5-6V B6-7V B9V 0.79 −1.0
J023404.70 + 605914.4 0.184 60.5 2.71 0.73 B3-4V B2V B3IV 1.34 −1.5
J023642.66 + 614714.9 0.209 47.2 1.82 0.75 B3-4IV B1-3V B5V 0.72 −2.0
J023744.52 + 605352.8 0.142 43.6 2.52 0.70 B2III − B8 1.23 −3.7
J024054.96 + 630009.7 0.214 50.3 1.99 0.74 B3-4IV B1-3V B6 0.84 −1.6
J024146.74 + 602532.2 0.176 52.4 2.37 0.72 B2IV B3III B7V 1.11 −2.2
J024159.21 + 600106.0 0.197 57.6 2.18 0.73 B3-4V B5V B5V 0.98 −1.6
J024317.68 + 603205.5 0.120 44.2 2.26 0.70 B1III B1.5-2III B7V 1.05 -4.3
J024504.86 + 612502.0 0.257 43.4 2.09 0.78 B5-6IV B6 B7IV 0.88 −1.8
J024618.12 + 613514.7 0.171 59.8 1.79 0.72 B2V B2V B3V 0.72 −1.9
J025016.66 + 624435.6 0.345 44.4 1.77 0.83 B7-8IV B8-9V B8-9III 0.63 −0.9
J025059.14 + 615648.7 0.147 62.7 1.76 0.70 B2V B3V B3-4V 0.71 −1.9
J025233.25 + 615902.2 0.244 40.7 1.83 0.77 B5-6III B4V B7V 0.71 −2.1
J025448.85 + 605832.1 0.296 59.5 1.97 0.79 B5-6V B6-7V B6V 0.79 −0.2
J025610.40 + 580629.6 0.161 55.2 2.04 0.71 B2V B3-4V B5V 0.90 −2.4
J025700.49 + 575742.8 0.152 47.1 2.24 0.71 B2III B3-4V B4V 1.03 −3.2

means of Eq. (1), and the absolute magnitudes in the scale de-
fined by Zorec & Briot (1991). We estimate a mean error of
0.05 mag. for the E(B − V) determination, obtained from the
standard propagation of the errors through Eq. (1), considering
the characteristic uncertainties of the BCD parameters involved.
The mean uncertainty of the MV values amounts to 0.15 mag.
(Zorec & Briot 1991).

From Table 3 we can see a general good agreement within
the three classification systems. When comparing our results
with those of Raddi et al. (2013) we find that 29 of the 35 stars
agree within one or two spectral subtypes. In the remaining
six stars, however, there are large differences. Better agreement,
with differences not larger than two sub-spectral types, is found
between the BCD results and the MK classification applied to
the same spectra.

In Fig. 6 we present the comparison between the E(B − V)
obtained by Raddi et al. (2013) and our procedure. A mean error
of 0.05 mag. for our determination of the E(B − V) is assumed,
as stated above. For the values of Raddi et al. (2013) we used
the errors quoted by these authors. There is a good agreement

between the two sets of data, with a mean difference of
0.04 ± 0.15 mag.

4.2. Validation with uvbyβ photometry

Monguió et al. (2013) present a catalogue of uvbyβ Strömgren-
Crawford photometry for 35974 stars in the galactic anticen-
tre direction. Thirteen classical Be stars for which we have
FLWO/FAST spectroscopy have photometric data in this cata-
logue. In addition, two more CBe stars in the area of the galac-
tic open cluster NGC 663, with available spectroscopy, have
uvbyβ photometry published by Fabregat & Capilla (2005).

For these stars we have obtained the interstellar red-
dening, spectral classification and absolute magnitude, using
the uvbyβ photometry calibrations given by Crawford (1978),
Balona & Shobbrook (1984) and Moon (1986). We have fol-
lowed the procedures described by Fabregat & Torrejón (1998)
to apply the above calibrations to CBe stars, for which the cir-
cumstellar emission in the Balmer and Paschen continua and in
the Hβ line have large effects on the photometric indices.
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Table 4. Comparison between the spectral classification and physical parameters obtained for 15 CBe stars and those obtained from Strömgren-
Crawford photometry calibrations.

Name D(dex) λ1(Å) Sp/LCBCD Sp/LCuvbyβ E(B − V)BCD E(B − V)uvbyβ MV,BCD MV,uvbyβ

J014602.11 + 611502.2 0.191 67.2 B4V B5-6V 0.917 1.113 −0.3 −0.5
J014624.42 + 611037.3 0.225 68.2 B5V B5III 0.758 0.774 −0.7 −2.3
J053237.14 + 260107.3 0.290 47.9 B5-6V B4V 0.917 0.990 −1.4 −1.6
J053513.10 + 295912.4 0.246 31.8 B3-4III B3III 1.168 1.074 −2.7 −2.5
J053554.13 + 295756.4 0.221 77.9 B5V B5V 1.362 1.290 −1.4 −0.8
J053654.85 + 301757.8 0.273 66.1 B5-6V B5V 0.870 0.953 −0.2 −0.4
J054033.87 + 274552.4 0.398 65.4 B8V B8V 0.619 0.758 0.5 0.2
J054115.07 + 274803.2 0.139 68.4 B2V B3V 0.997 1.000 −1.7 −0.7
J054159.24 + 274038.1 0.254 74.6 B5-6V B5V 0.774 0.710 −0.4 −0.4
J054200.54 + 304956.6 0.355 44.4 B7IV B7V 0.599 0.743 −0.0 −0.1
J054450.31 + 290754.5 0.319 68.7 B7V B7V 0.568 0.510 0.2 0.0
J054603.64 + 272729.5 0.211 48.9 B3IV B2.5V 0.973 0.963 −1.1 −1.9
J054837.64 + 281710.3 0.179 63.4 B3V B2V 0.945 0.843 −1.4 −0.9
J054848.26 + 283547.8 0.159 60.7 B2V B1.5-2V 1.038 0.899 −1.5 −2.2
J054937.88 + 281123.3 0.329 70.3 B7V B8V 0.520 0.438 0.2 0.2
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Fig. 6. Comparison between the colour excesses obtained from the
FAST spectra with the procedure described in this work and the val-
ues given by Raddi et al. (2013).

In Table 4 we compare the results from the uvbyβ photom-
etry analysis with those obtained with the BCD techniques de-
scribed in the previous sections. The differences in the spectral
types between the two methods is within ±1 subtype, as was the
case between the BCD and MK classification systems. Regard-
ing the luminosity class, we must note that the Strömgren pho-
tometry calibrations discriminate only between classes V and III,
while the BCD procedures allow a more precise separation of
classes V, IV and III.

In Fig. 7 we compare the values of E(B−V) obtained with the
BCD and Strömgren photometry techniques. For our determina-
tion we consider an error of 0.05 mag. as in the previous subsec-
tion. For the uvbyβ calibration we use the error of 0.03 mag.
quoted in Fabregat & Torrejón (1998). The agreement is very
good, with a mean difference of =0.00 ± 0.10 mag. In both the
uvbyβ calibrations and the BCD system the intrinsic colours of
the stars are determined mainly from the depth of the Balmer
discontinuity, measured through the c1 index in the uvby photo-
metric system and through the D parameter in the BCD system.
Both determinations are consistent and lead to similar results.
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Fig. 7. Comparison between the colour excesses obtained from the
FAST spectra with the procedure described in this work and those ob-
tained with Strömgren photometry techniques.

5. Analysis of the Perseus Arm area

As a further evaluation of our procedure, in this section we
present the analysis of a sample of IPHAS follow-up spectra
obtained with the FLWO/FAST spectrograph. We have selected
the stars located in the Perseus arm region (−1◦ < b < 4◦,
120◦ < l < 140◦). The population of CBe stars in this area
has been investigated by Raddi et al. (2013), who analysed the
INT and NOT spectra described in Sect. 3.2, and by Raddi et al.
(2015) also using a sample of FAST spectra. In both papers the
spectral classification was performed by comparison with stan-
dard templates, complemented with the application of standard
procedures of the MK classification system. Both works stress
the difficulty of assigning luminosity classes, due to the fact that
the profiles of the Balmer lines, which provide the main luminos-
ity indicators in the considered spectral range, are contaminated
by the circumstellar emission characteristic of CBe stars.

In the BCD system, luminosities are derived from the λ1 pa-
rameter, which is not affected by emission. As distance deter-
mination with the spectroscopic parallax technique heavily re-
lies on the luminosity class of the objects, it is worthwhile to
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reproduce the above studies with reddenings and distances com-
puted with the techniques described in this work, in order to
compare the results.

Our analysis was done with 257 FAST spectra of 224 stars,
that meet the criteria presented in Sect. 3.1. From each spectrum
we determined the BCD (D, λ1) parameters, the effective temper-
ature, spectral type and luminosity class, interstellar and circum-
stellar colour excesses, absolute magnitude and distance. Results
are presented in Tables 5 and 6. It took on average 2−3 min
of work to analyse each star by means of our semi-automatic
procedure.

We estimate the internal relative error in the determination of
the effective temperature and distance as the difference between
the individual values obtained from different spectra of the same
star divided by the mean value. The mean errors measured in this
way amount to 8% in Teff and 24% in distance.

Eighteen stars, representing 8% of the sample, display the
Hα line in absorption. Since all the observed stars have been se-
lected from a list of photometrically detected emission line stars
(Witham et al. 2008), this figure can be considered as a measure
of the false detection percentage of the photometric method. It
should be noted, however, that the Be phenomenon is variable,
and for some stars the lack of Hα emission may be due to a
phase transition from emission to absorption in the interval be-
tween the acquisition of the photometric and spectroscopic data.
The above false detection figure must be considered as an upper
limit.

Regarding the spectral classification, we found all sub-types
from O8−9 up to A2. We found one Oe star, #66, with type
O8−9IVe. The presence of visible He ii lines in its spectrum
confirms this classification. In Fig. 8 we present the histogram
of the CBe star sample distribution as a function of the spectral
types.

The spatial distribution found for the CBe star sample is
presented in Fig. 9, where the 224 stars with distances listed
in Table 6 are plotted. For stars with more than one spec-
trum we used the mean value of the distance determinations.
The locations of the Perseus and Outer Galactic arms are
marked with dotted lines, following the range of distances given
by Russeil et al. (2007). Green represents the Perseus Arm at
∼2−3.5 kpc. and blue the Outer Arm at ∼6−7 kpc. The dis-
tribution of the stars does not present an apparent clustering
in or around these two structures. Instead, they appear scat-
tered along the two arms and the space in between, with some

stars spread along larger distances, beyond the expected loca-
tion of the Outer Arm. In Fig. 10 we present an histogram of the
measured distances.These results are consistent with the findings
of Raddi et al. (2013).

For ten stars we found distances in excess of 9 kpc, well be-
yond the expected location of the Outer Galactic Arm. Five of
them have distances larger than 11 kpc and hence they are out
of the scale of Fig. 9. These distances in some cases can be due
to large errors in the absolute magnitude or the spectral classi-
fication of the stars. A detailed discussion on the uncertainties
and possible biasses in distance determination based on abso-
lute magnitudes was given in Raddi et al. (2013). We are, how-
ever, studying in detail, for a future work a few stars in which the
large distance seems to be consistently derived from high signal
to noise spectra, in order to use them as tracers of the stellar
population in the outskirts of the galactic plane.

6. Conclusions

This work is the first part of a larger project to study the whole
population of CBe stars photometrically detected by the IPHAS
survey, and use them as galactic structure tracers. The study will
be based on the analysis of follow-up spectroscopy obtained at
the FLWO telescope with the FAST spectrograph.

In this paper we have presented the method devised to obtain
the spectral classification and the astrophysical parameters of the
stars from the FLWO/FAST spectra, using the semi-automatic
procedure we developed based on the BCD (Barbier-Chalonge-
Divan) spectrophotometric system.

We have validated the method by comparing its results for
two samples of CBe stars with independent results for the same
stars obtained with different astrophysical techniques. In partic-
ular, we compared our results with those obtained with spec-
tral template fitting and MK classification system standard tech-
niques for one of the samples, and with Strömgren photometry
standard calibrations for the other. In both cases we obtained a
general good agreement in the spectral classification, within two
spectral subtypes and one luminosity class for most of the stars.
We have also compared our results on the interstellar extinction
with those of the two samples referred to above, obtaining a good
agreement in both cases.

We have also analysed a sample of CBe stars in the direc-
tion of the Perseus Arm (−1◦ < b < 4◦, 120◦ < l < 140◦).
We didn’t find any significant clustering of stars at the expected
distances of the Perseus and Outer Arms. Even with over three
times the number of stars considered by Raddi et al. (2013) we
obtain the same negative result, indicating that the errors in-
volved in the spectroscopic parallax and absolute magnitude de-
termination blur any hint of Galactic spiral structure, if indeed
the CBe stars trace it.
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Appendix A: The determination of the BCD
parameters in CBe stars

After the discovery of the two-component Balmer discontinu-
ity in ζ Tau by Barbier & Chalonge (1939), the long series of
observations carried on classical Be stars in the BCD system re-
vealed that this feature is a common phenomenon among CBe
stars. The so-called first, or photospheric-like component of the
BD, resembles that of a normal B-type star, whilst the second
one is in emission or in absorption relative to the normal level of
the Balmer continuum, depending on the Be-phase of the object.
The strongest absorption or emission in this second component
of the BD always produces at λ ' 3647 Å, close to the theo-
retical limit of the Balmer-line series, which indicates that it is
formed in an environment where the gas pressure is significantly
lower than in the stellar photosphere.

Except for γ Cas (O9Ve, HD 5394), during its huge emis-
sion episodes or outbursts, in 1935 and 1938 (Barbier 1948),
in all other CBe stars observed more or less regularity, no
changes have been detected in the value of the first compo-
nent of the BD (D∗) within the limits of uncertainties that
characterize the BCD system (0.015 dex in D and 1−2 Å
in λ1). This has been proved, in particular, in some iconic
CBe stars in the northern hemisphere as X Per (O9.5Ve,
HD 24534), Pleione (B8IV-Ve, HD 23862), ζ Tau (B2IIIe,
HD 37202), 48 Lib (B3-4IVe, HD 142983), 88 Her (B6IVe,
HD 162732), χ Oph (B0Ve, HD 148184), and 59 Cyg (B1Ve,
HD 200120) (De Loore et al. 1979; Divan et al. 1983; Zorec
1986; Zorec et al. 1989; Divan & Zorec 1982b,a; Zorec & Briot
1991), but also in some frequently observed CBe stars in the
southern hemisphere, in particular α Eri (B5III3, HD 10144)
(Vinicius et al. 2006; Cochetti 2014). The constancy of D∗ has
also been proved in stars that underwent Be�B�Be-shell-phase
changes such as γ Cas, Pleione, 88 Her and 59 Cyg.

Calling total BD the quantity D = D∗ + δD (dex), the spec-
trophotometric variations of Be stars are currently different ac-
cording to the CBe phases. Increasing emissions phases (δD <
0) are generally accompanied by a brightening and a reddening
of the Paschen continuum, while shell phases (δD > 0) are gen-
erally characterized by little decreases of the stellar brightening,
if any, but almost no change in the colour of the Paschen con-
tinuum. An extensive compilation of these spectrophotometric
behaviours was published by Moujtahid et al. (1998).

As noted earlier in this appendix, the photospheric compo-
nent of the BD defined in the BCD system corresponds to the
ratio between an upper flux, F+

λD
, and a lower radiation flux, F−λD

determined at λD ' 3700 Å. It is worth insisting on some char-
acteristics of these two fluxes when dealing with CBe stars:

1) F+
λD

is an extrapolated flux of the Paschen continuum, whose
purpose is to represent the energy distribution that would
exist if the wings of the Stark-broadened Balmer lines Hn
with n > 8 would not overlap each other to end up produc-
ing a pseudo-continuum energy distribution in low resolution
spectra well before λD = 3648 Å;

2) The pseudo-continuum thus formed rejoins the level of the
Balmer continuum just shortly after the BD in normal O-,
B-, A-, F-type stars, that is, objects without extra emission or
absorption produced by circumstellar gaseous environments;

3) F−λD
belongs to the aforementioned pseudo-continuum,

which thus also lies on the Paschen continuum. It does mean
that both fluxes F±λD

are affected by the same amount of emis-
sion or absorption, ∆FλD , raised in the circumstellar envelope
(or disc) by the electron scattering, bound-free and free-free

transitions mostly of hydrogen and helium atoms. This is the
main reason that justifies our care to identify the point were
the last lines of the Balmer series overlap. In this way, the
circumstellar emission or absorption perturbing the Balmer
side of the stellar continuum has no incidence on the the de-
termination of the photospheric BD, D∗.

The F−λD
can be affected by the emission in the highest members

of the Balmer line series, but this phenomenon occurs rarely; it
happened perhaps in γ Cas during its historic outbursts that we
mentioned earlier. However, the empirical determination of D∗
cannot avoid two effects related with the presence of the circum-
stellar environment:

a) The genuine photosheric fluxes F±λD
transform into F±λD

+

∆FλD , which implies that:

Dobs
∗ ' D◦∗ +

∆FλD

F+
λD

 (1 − 10D◦∗ ), (A.1)

where D◦∗ is the actual photospheric BD, and according to
the models we present below, in the hottest stars where these
effects can be the highest, it is ∆FλD/Fλ+

D
. 0.05.

b) Since F+
λD

is extrapolated, it is affected by the colour changes
of the Paschen continuum due to the λ3-dependency of the
circumstellar envelope-opacity.

Moujtahid (1998), Moujtahid et al. (1999, 2000b) and
Moujtahid et al. (2000a) have sketched and interpreted the
long-term spectrophotometric changes of CBe stars to estimate
the physical parameters characterizing their circumstellar en-
velopes. Similar, but somewhat more detailed interpretations of
these behaviours, were studied in ζ Tau by Carciofi et al. (2009).
To have an overview of the circumstellar effects on the measured
D∗ as well as to quantify these effects, we have produced the
models shown in Fig. A.1. These calculations are based on the
circumstellar disc-model discussed in Zorec et al. (2007), which
were adapted to produce non-LTE visible continua. We oriented
the disc at i = 70◦ to easily produce Be and Be-Shell phases in
the visual energy distributions by changing only the disc density
near the central star, which is here parametrized with the particle
number-density n = N/1012 with [N] = cm−3.

To simplify the calculations, we have adopted the average
radial temperature distribution in the circumstellar disc derived
in Moujtahid et al. (2000a), while its density follows the power-
law deduced in Zorec et al. (2007) that was needed to account
for the F ii emission lines. For the models shown in Fig. A.1 we
used stellar spectra given by Kurucz (1993) for: Teff = 30 000 K,
log g = 4.0 (O9V); Teff = 22 500 K, log g = 4.0 (B2V); and
Teff = 15 000 K, log g = 4.0 (B5V). In these models, the spectral
region near F+

λD
is only sketched to avoid detailed calculations of

the level occupation probabilities in the upper hydrogen atomic
level and the corresponding truncation of partition functions
(Hummer & Mihalas 1988) that would necessarily allow for
the still badly-mastered non-ideal effects (Rohrmann & Zorec
2006).

The spectrophotometric behaviours shown in Fig. A.1 are an
excerpt of many others that can be obtained just by changing the
aspect angle i. The amount of continuum emission and absorp-
tion also depends on the size and opening angle of the lemniscat-
like shaped circumstellar envelope. As much as it concerns the
present models, it is rather difficult to obtain shell-phase in very
hot stars. On the contrary, Be and shell phases can be obtained
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Fig. A.1. Changes of the energy distribution in the spectral interval 0.325 ≤ λ ≤ 0.6 µm induced by a circumstellar disc around stars of spectral
type O9V, B2V and B5V. In the figure are indicated the wavelength λD at which is measured D∗, and the central wavelength λV of the V magnitude.
In the column log n, n is given in units of N/1012 with [N] = cm−3.

Table A.1. Measurement errors induced by the circumstellar emis-
sion/absorption on the estimate of the photospheric component
D∗ BD and on the corresponding absolute magnitude MV (λ1,D∗)
determination.

log N/1012 −1.0 −0.8 −0.6 −0.4 −0.2 0.0 +0.2
Sp.T D∗ Dobs

∗ − D∗
O8V 0.049 0.000 0.000 −0.001 −0.002 −0.005 −0.012 −0.023
B2V 0.130 0.000 −0.001 −0.002 −0.004 −0.009 −0.020 −0.038
log N/1012 −1.6 −1.4 −1.2 −1.0 −0.8 −0.6 −0.4
B5V 0.261 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 −0.001 −0.002 −0.005

δMV
O8V −0.01 −0.02 −0.02 −0.04 −0.09 −0.21 −0.41
O8III −0.01 −0.01 −0.00 −0.03 −0.07 −0.16 −0.30
B2V −0.01 −0.02 −0.02 −0.06 −0.14 −0.30 −0.60
B2III −0.01 −0.02 −0.02 −0.04 −0.10 −0.23 −0.45
B5V 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 −0.01 −0.02 −0.06
B5III 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 −0.01 −0.02 −0.05

easily for B2-type objects, and late type B would rather dis-
play shell aspects. According to the effective temperature among
early type CBe stars, the emission in the second BD is accom-
panied either by a reddening or a blueing of the Paschen con-
tinuum. In late type CBe stars, the shell-absorption seems not
to be accompanied by any significant change of in colour of the
Paschen continuum energy distribution. In all these cases, we
can note that when the emission or the absorption in the second
BD vary a lot, the phospheric energy jump at the BD remains
remarkably unchanged.

In Table A.1 we present the values of D∗ for the unper-
turbed stars, as well as the errors δD∗ = Dobs

∗ − D∗ commit-
ted on the D∗-determination carried by the effects a) and b)
described above. Because we are not interested in giving de-
tailed physical interpretations of the calculated effects, the pa-
rameter log n must be regarded only as a way to produce a
given amount of continuum emission or absorption. We should
thus pay attention only on these amounts and conclude that the

events labeled with log n = 0.0 and +0.2 are rather extreme
and rarely observed. In this respect, we note that in the com-
pilation made by Moujtahid et al. (1998), which actually corre-
sponds to spotted measurements concerning otherwise long-term
Be-star “bumper” activity (Cook et al. 1995; Hubert & Floquet
1998; Hubert et al. 2000; Keller et al. 2002; Mennickent et al.
2002; de Wit et al. 2006), the magnitude changes are of the order
of 0.1 . ∆V . 0.2 mag and rarely as high as ∆V . 0.5 mag.

In the lower part of Table A.1 we also give the errors δMV
that δD∗ values would produce on the visual absolute magni-
tude MV (λ1,D∗). We notice that in all cases the δMV errors are
smaller than the amplitude of MV (λ1,D∗) values that may con-
cern a single average MK spectral type (Zorec & Briot 1991).
Let us finally mention that errors made on the estimate of D∗ can
be somewhat reduced if the colour effect acting on the extrapo-
lated F+

λD
flux, which resembles that of an increased interstellar

extinction, is taken into account by using

D∗ = Dobs
∗ + ∆D∗

∆D∗ = a × [Φobs − Φ(λ1,D◦∗)],
(A.2)

where a = 0.02, if the Paschen colour gradient is Φ = Φrb of
the BCD system. This relation was derived by the creators of
the BCD system (Divan 1954), and since then applied to every
determination of the BD when the ISM extinction detected by
a high gradient difference ∆Φ = Φobs − Φ(λ1,D∗). In extreme
cases ∆Φ ' 0.5 µm, the use of Eq. (A.2) can reduce the largest
uncertainties δD∗ given in Table A.1 to the the standard BCD
uncertainty δD . 0.015 dex. It is finally worth noting that the
change of λ1 due to δD∗ and the variation of the slope of the
Paschen continuum is extremely small and thus negligible.

Appendix B: Evaluation of the flux calibration
of the FLWO/FAST spectra

The determination of reliable physical parameters of stars by
means of the BCD system methods requires the spectra to have
at least an accurate relative flux calibration. In this appendix we
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present an evaluation of the flux calibration of the FLWO/FAST
sample, by comparing different spectra of the same objects. In
the discussion below we analyse only the spectral region be-
tween 3700 and 4600 Å, where the BCD parameters are mea-
sured. For some spectra drops in the signal-to-noise and large
differences in the flux calibrations at shorter wavelengths are ap-
parent. However, as explained in Sects. 2.1 and 3.1, they don’t
have any impact in the determination of the physical parameters
of the stars.

For 31 stars we have two spectra obtained at different epochs,
and for one more, star 181, we have three spectra. All these spec-
tra are presented in Figs. B.1 to B.1. For each object we present
two panels. In the upper one we overplot the two- or three- flux
calibrated and normalised spectra in a logarithmic scale. In the
bottom panel we represent the difference between the normalised
fluxes as a function of the wavelength.

From the comparison between the spectra we can divide the
object sample into three groups. Group A is composed of the
stars for which the two calibrated spectra overlap, indicating that
the flux calibrations applied to each spectrum are consistent. It
includes 14 objects, namely stars 23, 56, 68, 110, 118, 124, 161,
170, 171, 179, 181, 210, 219 and 223. Group B is composed of
the stars displaying differences between the spectra, which imply
differences between the flux calibrations, but the difference is a
lineal function of the wavelength, as shown in the bottom panel
for each star. Group B includes 16 objects, namely stars 109,
116, 127, 130, 153, 154, 164, 169, 172, 183, 185, 188, 211, 214,
217, and 218. Finally, Group C is composed by two more ob-
jects, stars 204 and 207, which show differences in the flux cali-
bration which are not a lineal function of the wavelength.

The differences in the flux calibration present in the stars of
Group B do not have any effect on the determination of the D
and λ1 parameters. If the difference between the two spectra in-
creases linearly with the decreasing wavelength, the variation of
the Paschen continuum extrapolated at 3700 Å exactly compen-
sates the variation of the bottom of the Balmer discontinuity at
the same wavelength, and the position of the discontinuity is not
affected. The mean differences between the D and λ1 parameters
for stars of Group A are 28±24 dex and 7.0±6.0 Å respectively,
while for stars of Group B these are 31 ± 22 dex and 7.4 ± 5.4 Å
respectively.

These differences do, however, affect the determination of
the interstellar reddening. The reddening value is derived from
the Φb parameter, which measures the slope of the Paschen con-
tinuum. This slope is sensitive to differences in the relative flux
calibration. The mean difference in the determination of E(B−V)
for stars in the Group A is 0.06 ± 0.04 mag., while for stars in
Group B it amounts to 0.15 ± 0.10 mag. This last figure is con-
sistent with the standard deviation obtained when comparing our
E(B − V) values with values in the literature for the same stars
presented in Sect. 4, and can be considered as the mean error of
our E(B − V) determination.

For stars in Group C the flux calibrations are not consistent.
This represents up to four spectra out of 65 analysed in this ap-
pendix. In addition, it should be noted that the differences be-
tween the calibrations are small, and translate into mean differ-
ences of the parameters determined from them well within 3σ of
the mean errors considered in this paper.
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Fig. B.1. Stars with two or more spectra. For each object the upper panel represents the overplot of the spectra and the lower panel the difference
between the two spectra.
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Fig. B.1. continued.
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Fig. B.1. continued.
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Fig. B.1. continued.
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